New insights from Affymetrix expression microarray data analysis
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Recent advances in methodology have led to the extent studies of organisms at the level of nucleic acids. Microarray gene expression profiling offers an opportunity for genome-scale, quantitative evaluation of gene expression studies by simultaneously measuring expression levels for thousands of genes. Affymetrix expression arrays provide powerful tool for discovering global gene expression profile in different conditions. Now, expression microarrays used in a variety of applications, including understanding of pathologic changes in different conditions of organism [1], differentiation of pathologic conditions [2], investigation of molecular basis of response to different stimuli, toxins, environment exposure, stresses, etc. [3, 4], targets of miRNAs [5], transcription factors [6], decipher the signaling pathways, etc. Nevertheless the discrepancies in probe sets data remained to be wide-spread phenomenon which is usually underestimated or dissembled. So the correct annotation of probe sets remains the actual problem. The man goal of the study was to determine probe sets which could correctly represent the real gene expression profile in human transcriptome.

We downloaded GSE1133 data set from BioGPS service [7] which is generated using Affymetrix HG U113A platform. First of all we determined genes represented more than single probe set in U133A array. We have also updated array annotation by grouping probe
sets which were annotated to several genes into one group. We referred group as several probe sets to one gene. For further analysis we have chosen group contained two probe sets per gene as a model group. Total amount of two-probeset groups was 2759 in Affy U133A array including 68 cases when groups consist at least one probe set annotated to more than one gene.

The performed correlation analysis allowed us to distinguish the multiple probe sets containing genes into several groups. Highly correlated probe sets to the single genes could indicate the specific probe sets which are correctly annotated. Two other types of uncorrelated probe sets could be related to the different transcript variants and tissue-specific genes. The one of cause of uncorrelated data from probe sets to the single genes remained to be improper annotation of probe sets. We could also distinguish cases of interrelations of gene and its pseudogene.

Another intriguing insight from Affymetrix expression microarray data was analysis of *cis*-antisense partners cooperative expression.
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